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Hard mineral scale fouling results in significant economic losses both industrially and domestically. Recently, attempts have been made
to use ultrasound to mitigate scale formation and its removal based on the phenomena of cavitation. Cavitation erosion is the removal of
material from a solid surface by pressure shock waves associated with the formation and collapse of bubbles. This paper reviews the literature
on cavitation erosion of brittle crystalline materials in an attempt to better understand the relationship between the material properties of
CaCO3 scale deposits and its potential removal by cavitation. The study finds that from a materials perspective cavitation erosion is intimately
associated with both a material’s bulk properties and importantly to its microstructure. The situation is further complicated because the macro
and micro-properties of CaCO3 scale are dependent on many factors relating to its depositional environment. The type of scale formed will
affect how it is removed by cavitation.
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0 INTRODUCTION
The build-up of CaCO3 (lime) scale is a major
operational headache that affects a range of
industrial processes including membrane filtration
(desalination), drilling, and especially those that
involve heat transfer. In a heat exchanger the effects
are twofold: first, even a small coating of scale can
significantly reduce heat transfer efficiency and
second, by acting as an insulator, it will cause a
heating element to get much hotter internally leading
to component failure. Scale can also drastically
reduce the flow in pipes. In the domestic setting, in
areas affected by hard water, home appliances like
boilers, washing machines, and solar collectors are
prone to scale build-up and, just as in industry, it
can reduce performance and working life. Additional
consequences are increased service charges, frequent
equipment replacement, and higher energy bills - up
to 25% more [1]. The costs incurred in preventing and
remedying scale both industrially and domestically
are considerable. According to Müller-Steinhagen et
al. [2], the total annual cost due to fouling for highly
industrialized countries, such as the United States or
the United Kingdom are about 0.25% of their Gross
National Product (GNP). These figures may only be
indicative, but they underline the significant impact
that scale has on global energy efficiency [3]. The
percentage of energy losses due to fouling is at least
2% globally. Another way of estimating the size of
the problem is by looking at how much is spent on
preventing scale. Scale inhibitors are the third largest
product segment of the water treatment chemicals

market (corrosion inhibitor market being the largest)
and by 2016 will be worth an estimated $ 3.6 billion
[4].
Scale management ideally is about the prevention
of scale and currently the most efficient way to
prevent scaling is by using chemical inhibitors or
descalers. Chemicals, however, are costly and their
environmental impact is questionable, which has
led to the search for both cheaper and “greener”
alternatives [5]. They include “natural” chemical
agents, surface treatments including coatings, and
magnetic and electronic conditioning, all of which
show varying degrees of efficacy (Table 1). Once
formed, the removal of a tenacious scale involves
either chemical (acid) treatment to dissolve the scale
or some form of mechanical removal [6]. The main
benefit of using a mechanical method is that it avoids
the use of chemicals, but where this has to be done
by hand, it can be time consuming and costly. An
alternative approach is the possible use of ultrasound.
Ultrasonic cleaning is a well-established and efficient
technology particularly for dislodging solid residues
and removal of biological fouling. It is also the bestknown application of acoustic cavitation. Cavitation is
the phenomena of the rapid formation and implosion
of bubbles in an area of low-pressure in liquids by
means of mechanical forces [7] and [ 8].
The aim of this paper is to present a literature
review in relation to existing studies involving
ultrasonically induced cavitation for the mitigation
and, importantly, the removal of tenacious CaCO3
deposits. Fortunately, a large corpus of literature
now exists on both scale formation and cavitation
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phenomena including mechanisms of cavitation
erosion. From an initial survey of the literature it
becomes readily apparent that cavitation erosion is
intimately associated with material bulk properties
and microstructure and therefore this topic is best
researched from a materials science perspective. It is
essential to review published studies that develop our
understanding of the bulk macro- and micro-structural
surface properties of scale and the cavitation erosion
of brittle crystalline materials.
Table 1. The effectiveness of different scale treatments. Adapted
from [9]
Scale treatment
Ion exchange
Acid dosing
Chemical inhibitors
Metal ions
Magnetic conditioners
Electronic conditioners
Electrolytic
Ultrasound
Surface modifications

Effectiveness (% reduction)
100
100
100
80
80
80
40
30
90

liquid/surface boundary or the presence of particles
can also promote crystal growth particularly if there
are surface defects and areas of turbulent flow. This
is known as heterogeneous nucleation [11]. As the
micro-crystals continue to grow, they fuse to form
adherent macro-crystals. Growth then continues via
the further adsorption of scaling ions to eventually
form a uniform coating with subsequent deposition
covering the rough scaled surface [12].
Of significance to this study is that calcium
carbonate precipitates in different polymorphic
crystalline forms, which, albeit chemically identical,
have different crystal lattice structures and macroand micro-structural properties. Three anhydrous
crystalline polymorphs occur: vaterite, aragonite,
and calcite and three hydrated phases, including
amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC), monohydrate
calcium carbonate (MCC; monohydrocalcite) and
hexahydrate calcium carbonate (HCC; ikaite) [13]. The
hydrated forms are unstable and most studies focus on
the three anhydrous crystalline forms, of which calcite
is the most stable, aragonite is metastable, and vaterite
is the least stable form. Calcite and aragonite are the
most common polymorphs (Fig.1).

1 SCALE FORMATION
Calcium carbonate is atypical in that it is a reverse
solubility salt, i.e. solubility decreases with increasing
temperatures and hence is a fouling nuisance in
heating equipment in areas of high water hardness.
Generally, exceeding the solubility of a particular
salt will initiate scale formation, albeit the actual
process is complex and depends on many factors
including supersaturation level, fluid composition,
temperature, flow regime, and surface properties like
surface energy and roughness [9] and [10]. When CO2
dissolves in water, it forms a weak carbonic acid,
which dissociates into hydrogen carbonate, hydrogen,
and carbonate ions. Calcium ions then react with the
bicarbonate to form calcium carbonate. The overall
reaction can be written as follows:

Ca2+ + 2HCO3- → CaCO3(s) + CO2(g) + H2O
The physical process involves ion clustering,
nucleation, crystal growth, agglomeration, and
deposition. Initially there is an incubation or induction
period, where seed crystals form. Briefly, cationic
and anionic species collide to produce ion pairs
in solution. These pairs then go on to create microaggregates or unstable clusters, which become
nucleation centres or seed crystals in a process
known as homogenous nucleation. Alternatively, a
204

a)
b)
Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrographs of CaCO3 scale deposits
showing the characteristic a) calcite (5 hrs, T = 18 °C, u =2 m/s,
pH = 10.5, S = 15.5) and b) aragonite (60 min, T = 45 °C,
u = 0.41 m/s, pH = 9.5, S = 12). Reprinted with permission from
[14]. Copyright 1997 American Chemical Society

Factors affecting the rate of scale deposition
and the type of polymorph include pH, temperature,
flow dynamics, surface properties, presence of other
ions, and time. The higher the pH, the greater is the
tendency for scale to form. According to Andritsos
and Karabelas [15], an increase in the pH from 8.8 to
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10 over a 2 hour period, will increase scale deposition
from 2 to 12 mg/cm2. Aragonite content also increases
with increasing pH.
As stated, CaCO3 shows reverse solubility and,
as water temperature increases, carbon dioxide is
removed, which causes a shift in the equilibrium to
the right. This results in an increase in pH and the
precipitation of CaCO3. Additionally, Xia et al. [16]
find that at lower temperatures, CaCO3 scale is denser
and adheres more strongly to the substrate, while
at higher temperatures it exhibits a characteristic
dendritic crystal structure. This is explained by the
fact that below 30 °C, calcite is essentially the only
polymorph present and is mainly in a prismatic form,
while above 35 °C, aragonite is stable and creates
dendrite formations (Fig. 2).
a)

b)

Under low flow conditions a less dense scale
will typically prevail, whereas higher flows result in
a smoother surface. This is because the low density,
poor coherence, and lower tenacity of aragonite mean
it will be more easily removed. Scale properties are
also influenced by the substrate surface in terms of
size and crystal arrangement. For example, Malayeri
et al. [3] find that highly alloyed austenitic stainless
steel produces larger thicker harder and more adherent
scale crystals. Time is also an important factor and
with age the relative amount of calcite will increase.
It has long been known that the presence of other
ions can affect scale formation from supersaturated
solutions. Magnesium ions show the most pronounced
affect [20] and [21]. Their presence not only delays
and inhibits bulk precipitation and surface deposition
processes, but also, to a different degree, favours
the formation of the aragonite polymorph [20] and
[21]. Low concentrations of magnesium ions in
solution favour calcite formation, while aragonite
is formed at high magnesium concentrations. It is
the (Mg2+):(Ca2+) ratio and the initial ionic product
of carbonate in solution that controls the time of
nucleation and the mineralogy of the precipitate when
Mg2+ ions are present [20]. The exact mechanism
is not fully understood but it is thought that Mg2+
ions poison calcite crystal growth by becoming
incorporated into the CaCO3 lattice at Ca sites thus
affecting its morphology and growth [21] and [22].
2 ULTRASONIC SCALE REMOVAL

Fig. 2. The relative concentrations of calcite, aragonite and
vaterite with a) temperature and b) time. Adapted from [17]

Vaterite can also be present at higher temperatures
but it rapidly converts to calcite. The induction period
increases with decreasing initial temperature because
of the slower growth rate of CaCO3, which favours
formation of calcite. During the post-induction period
the rate of CaCO3 crystal growth is higher and favours
the formation of aragonite [18] and [19].

Ultrasonic cleaning is a technology that uses
high frequency sound waves and combines the
phenomenon of cavitation, which dislodges
contaminants, and agitation (micro-streaming),
which accelerates the dissolution of contaminants by
supplying fresh solution to the surface being cleaned.
Cavitation describes the life-cycle of a transient
cavity or bubble from formation via inception and
nucleation, its expansion, and its eventual implosion.
The result is extremely high pressure shock-waves
(Table 2) and temperatures (approx. 5,000 K). Its
observable effect, when near a solid boundary,
is material damage known as cavitation erosion.
Acoustically driven cavitation is the most important
source of the cavitation effect for practical purposes,
although it is also possible to utilise hydrodynamic
cavitation in scale prevention [23]. Cavitation occurs
as an acoustic wave (20 to 100 kHz) passes through
a fluid. This then creates oscillating pressure with
resultant phases of compression and rarefaction.
During rarefaction, molecules are increasingly pulled
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apart, eventually forming a cavity or void [24]. Fig.
3 shows how a bubble grows and collapses in an
ultrasonic field. In reality, pre-existing nucleation
sites require less energy to develop into bubbles.
These sites are typically micro-heterogeneities, such
as tiny gas bubbles, gas bubbles trapped in pockets
and in crevices, trace impurities, and solid particles
[25]. In most situations ample nuclei exist for
bubble formation [26]. Two distinct types of bubble
oscillations exist. The first are “stable” bubbles that
oscillate for many periods of the sound field, while
the second are “transient” (inertial) unstable bubbles
that exist for less than a single compression half-cycle
and increase in size 2 to 3 times their resonant size
before imploding [27]. This transformation of a low
energy density sound wave into a high energy density
one means that a collapsing bubble will concentrate
the energy into very small volumes producing extreme
pressures (shock waves), temperatures, and even light
in a process known as sonoluminescence [26]. Fig. 3
gives an overview of ultrasonic cavitation.

bubbles collapse spherically and their effect cannot be
considered in isolation.
Bubbles that interact with a surface (rigid
boundary) and with other bubbles will collapse in a
non-spherical or asymmetrical manner, which in turn
results in a re-entrant jet that is capable of delivering
a directional and much higher local impact. Many
authors believe that the shock waves produced by
single bubble collapse and jet formation cannot
account for much of the observed macroscopic
damage and they focus on the combined effect of
multiple bubble systems (clouds) and the so-called
“splashing effect” as a major damage mechanism,
[29] to [33].
Table 2. Examples of cavitation load pressure
Source

Pressure [GPa]

[34]
[35]

[37]
[37]

10
0.2
4 (200 µm)
4.8 to 8.1 (200 µm)
0.1
0.15

[38]

2.5

[39]
[40]

1.7
1
1.85 to 2.24 (200 µm)
285 to 336 (10 µm)
4.3 (70 µm)
720 (4 µm)
0.55
0.1
4 to 16 MPa
(10 mm from bubble)
4 to 6
8 (at bubble wall)
1.3 ± 0.3
(68 μm from bubble)

[36]

[41]

Fig. 3. A generalised view of bubble dynamics in an ultrasonic
field

In terms of pressure as a damage mechanism, the
forces impacting a surface are a result of spherical
bubble collapse, impact of micro-jets [28], splash
effect following the impact of a jet [29] and the
combined effect of multi-bubble systems known as
“clouds” [30]. The interaction of these shock waves
subjects a material to repeat localized loading.
The actual mechanisms producing shock waves
of sufficient energy to cause material damage are
a continual point of debate. Table 2 gives some
examples of cavitation pressure loadings reported in
the literature. Comparing these values is, however,
difficult because some are estimates while others
are measured using different methods and different
ways of producing the cavitation phenomenon. In
addition, the extreme pressure produced in the centre
of the bubble decreases dramatically over very short
distances. Spherical bubble collapse was the focus of
initial investigations, but this is now known to be only
a part of a more complex phenomenoa, since not all
206

[42]
[43]
[44]
[45]
[46]
[47]

Bubble
collapse
single bubble
micro-jet

Cavitation
source
spark induced
ultrasound
hydrodynamic,
vibratory

single bubble
micro-jet

single bubble

simulated and
hydrodynamic
hydrodynamic
hydrodynamic

single bubble
multi -bubble

hydrodynamic,
vibratory
ultrasound
ultrasound
ultrasound

single bubble

ultrasound
hydrodynamic

[48]

7

single bubble

[49]

1.5

hemi-spherical
cloud (760
ultrasound
μm)

Developing an understanding of cloud phenomena
is difficult because whereas individually collapsing
bubbles can be observed experimentally, shock waves
arising from a concerted collapse of bubbles in a cloud
system involve more complex dynamics [50] and
[51]. In a bubble cloud, the entire bubble population
dominates the cavitation effect and the collapse of the
cloud creates a shock wave that radiates out into the
fluid, the magnitude of which is attenuated as it travels
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toward a solid surface. Williams et al. [52] suggest that
jet formation may be enhanced by bubble-shockwave
interaction. Brujan et al. [47] believe that collapsing
clouds are potentially the most destructive form of
cavitation as they produce short duration pressure
pulses of large magnitude (1.5 GPa). Van Terwisga et
al. [53] argue that the acoustic power released from
a synchronized bubble cloud collapse is greater than
that released via a micro jet. These shock waves are
of interest in those cases where bubbles collapse at
a distance from a boundary so that no jets form [53]
and [54]. More recently, Brujan et al. [55] investigated
secondary shock waves, which are a consequence of
the free collapse of a bubble within the cloud by the
ambient pressure in the fluid. In the second case, it is
a consequence of the interaction of the cloud-collapseinduced shock wave with micro-bubbles situated
close to the collapse site of the cloud. The latter can
be very powerful, resulting in a secondary shock
wave emission with a maximum amplitude of about
0.5 GPa. Despite this, Brujan [56] finds that, whereas
small jet velocities do not have the potential to
produce erosion of metals, they can play an important
role in the fragmentation of brittle materials, since the
yield strength is much lower than for ductile materials.
Also of interest is a study by Barrow et al. [57] using
atomic force microscopy, where the authors suggest
that rapidly growing cavities have the potential to
damage adjacent structures by the development of
tension rather than by the evolution of a (positive)
pressure shock. This type of damage together with
micro-streaming could have a significant effect on
the removal of the poorly adhering dendritic crystal
structure, i.e. aragonite.
3 INFLUENCES OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES ON CAVITATION
EROSION
From the published studies it can be seen that
cavitation erosion is a function of material properties,
including macro-properties, such as: tensile strength,
strain energy, resilience, ductility, hardness, fatigue
resistance and its microstructure [58]. To date, no
overall single or combination of material properties
can adequately predict cavitation erosion [59] and
[60]. What is certain is that cavitation erosion is a time
dependent phenomenon classically represented by an
S-shaped erosion curve (Fig. 4) of material loss or rate
of material loss against time [61]. The four distinct
stages identifiable are the following: an incubation
period, an acceleration period, a deceleration period,
and finally a period of steady state erosion. The

S-curve is a generalisation and the actual shape is
specific to a material’s properties.
The incubation period represents the accumulation
of plastic deformation and internal stresses under
the surface that precedes significant material loss
[62] and [63]. It is related to the accumulation of
fatigue damage but many other factors including,
for example, grain size, hardness, and plasticity
are also relevant. In ductile materials, cavitation
shock waves impacting the surface will cause work
hardening. Eventually, micro-cracks appear around
grain boundaries and surface heterogeneities and
begin to propagate outwards. In metals, these include
notches, tears, undercuts, welding defects, inclusions
or at heterogeneous areas of the material such as at the
directionality of metal flow and decarburized sections
[64]. Eventually the material will no longer be able to
withstand such shocks and material will break loose
[65] and [66]. This represents the transition from the
incubation to the acceleration period. Initially the rate
of material loss is exponential but becomes linear as
the volume loss rate reaches a maximal value.

a)

b)
Fig. 4. General cavitation erosion s-curve of material loss with
time (a) showing four distinct stages (b). The rate that material
is lost is initially slow but then steadily increases up to a point of
maximum damage after which it (the damage rate) decreases until
a steady-state condition is achieved. Adapted from [67]
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A lessening in the rate of this damage typifies the
deceleration period. The volume loss rate decreases
and removal of new material uncovers major areas
with no accumulated internal stresses. Eventually, the
erosion reaches a steady state with an almost constant
volume loss rate since the surface, that is already
strongly fractured, behaves as a protective cushion.
In brittle materials, zero or only a limited amount
of plastic deformation occurs. Instead, micro-fractures
will appear at the onset and cracks will rapidly
propagate without increasing the overall applied
stress. The erosion curve can still show the four
characteristic stages of cavitation erosion since the
incubation period reflects the accumulation of microcracks up to a point where material will break free. In
addition, when erosion begins it becomes much more
intensive than in ductile materials. The slope of the
acceleration part of the cavitation erosion curve will
be much steeper so that, in the end, the cumulated
mass loss will be greater than in ductile materials
given the same exposure time and cavitation intensity.
Fatjo et al. [68] find that for silicon nitride and
zirconia pseudoplastic deformation pits are visible,
but, unlike the work hardening seen in metals, there is
a softening effect on the surface and the observable pits
are linked to crack creation. The authors also describe
how in ceramics these erosion pits have micro-cracks
extension at the boundaries and cracking is mainly
intergranular, although some cracks are visible within
large or elongated grains. According to Karunamurthy
et al. [69], material is removed as cracking eventually
leads to dislodging of partial grains, grains, and
eventually whole grain clusters. The transition from
the incubation period to the acceleration period will
occur when erosion of the entire surface is at a depth
approximately equal to the average grain size [70].
Lu et al. [71] state that micro-structures including
grain size, phases at grain boundaries, cavities or
pores, and defects, such as cracks, inclusions, single
agglomerates of large grains, and scratches from
machining, promote fracture between grains. These
structures are important in controlling the cavitation
erosion behaviour of ceramic materials. Grain size is
also important; increasing grain size leads to a greater
erosion rate and vice versa [63].
Cavitation erosion is a natural process but only
a few studies exist that investigate the cavitation
of carbonate rocks. Carbonate rocks are made
up of calcite crystals and hence provide valuable
information about how cavitation can affect hard scale
deposits. For instance, Momber, [72] having studied
the cavitation erosion of limestone and marble using a
flow cavitation chamber, finds that the most important
208

parameters influencing cavitation erosion are exposure
time, cavitation intensity, and materials properties.
Grabco et al. [73] find that, in addition to mineral
composition and mechanical properties like hardness,
strength, fracture, and stability, microstructure is an
important factor in the erosion resistance of brittle
minerals. Calcite is unusual in that the presence of
cleavage plane slip bands allows a limited amount
of plastic deformation, while aragonite, having a
single plane cleavage, does not. Generally, in such
material, plastic deformation is relatively small and
the formation of micro-cracks is the most important
dissipation mechanism of inelastic deformation and
brittle failure. This is enhanced by the presence of
structural homogeneities like pores and interfaces, and
pre-existing flaws are important sites where damage
initiates while additional energy is absorbed due to
crack surface friction (frictional resistance to sliding),
crack bridging, and micro-crack formation [74].
There exist two possible mechanisms of brittle
fracture: transcrystalline and intercrystalline cleavage.
Lubarda et al. [75] find that, in most cases, it is inelastic
deformation that occurs in rocks. As with ceramics,
micro-cracks begin and propagate at the surface of
pores and grain boundaries, and most evidence is
for the damage being intercrystalline rather than
transcrystalline fracture. In the case of limestone and
marble, Momber [72] observes two erosion zones of
high and low intensity in his samples of carbonaceous
rocks. In the high intensity zone there is considerable
erosion, while in the low intensity zone there are only
a few single erosion events, which is a result of the
flow conditions in the cavitation chamber. For marble
and limestone, the transition or threshold time (critical
exposure time) from there being just a few singular
erosion events to producing a large cavity (damage)
was 30 and 90 s, respectively. Low intensity cavitation
of the limestone exposed coarse grain conglomerates
800-1000 µm in diameter. At higher intensity,
individual grains 100 µm in diameter (approximately
two times cleavage spacing of the calcite crystals)
were exposed and removed. For marble, the author
observes exposed individual calcite crystals (800
µm) at the surface and transcrystalline cleavage
(200 µm cleavage planes) in the calcite minerals,
indicating that marble is eroded in a two-step mode.
The author proposes that fracture toughness and,
secondly, structural homogeneity (pre-existing flaws)
are good indicators of cavitation erosion, as erosion
mainly occurs in an intergranular or intercrystalline
mode and erosion resistance decreases with grain size.
Wagterveld et al. [19] investigating cavitation erosion
of suspended calcite crystals find that crystal breakage
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can only occur if the energy input is higher than the
energy required for maximum elastic deformation.
For transcystralline cleavage, the strength of
the shock wave pressure pulses would have to be
significant given the hardness of calcite (Vickers
hardness of 1.2 to 1.5 GPa), with aragonite being
slightly harder [76] and [77]. This is feasible given
the strength of cavitation pressure pulses (> 1.5 GPa)
reported in the literature. There is evidence suggesting
that the strength of the crystal bonds may be higher
than actually necessary to cause transcrystalline
crystal cleavage. However, Wagterveld et al. [19],
observing suspended calcite crystals, find that less
energy is required to break off small fragments of
corners by attrition compared to large fragments
as total crystal breakage. The authors also find a
discrepancy between theoretical surface fracture
energies, defined by material bond strength, and their
experimentally observed surface fracture energies,
which they relate to so-called “Griffith cracks”.
These exist as microscopic flaws in the crystal grains.
The numbers of these cracks are known to increase
with volume, causing large grains to fracture more
easily. This may also explain why cavitation erosion
resistance increases with decreasing crystal grain size.
Fatjo et al. [78] observe in ceramic materials that,
while cracking is mainly intergranular, some cracks
are also visible within larger or elongated grains.
Wagterveld et al. [19] find no evidence of re-entrant
jet impacts.
Amongst those studies that look at removing
scale using cavitation erosion specifically, most are
involved with the precipitation of scale in the bulk
fluid rather than how cavitation actually affects
surface deposits. In addition, the effects of ultrasound
on preventing mineral scale from forming are not fully
understood, despite several studies that have looked
directly at preventing scale deposits [79] to [82]. In
most cases they do not directly discuss the effects of
cavitation erosion.
Dalas [79] was one of the first to apply ultrasound
to preventing scale and reports that ultrasound retards
CaCO3 precipitation (reduction in scale by 62 to
76%) but has no effect on morphology. According
to Li et al. [81], during cavitation, scale is “shattered
and abscised”. The authors find that temperature
is an important factor when removing scale with
ultrasound, e.g. 40 °C is preferable for preventing
scale, whereas 50 °C is better for removing scale.
They also conclude that a stronger acoustic intensity
is better for removing scale deposits and vice versa a
lower acoustic intensity is better for mitigating scale

precipitation. Similarly, Feng et al. [83] also find that
distance to the transducer is a factor.
Nishida [84], performing a sonochemical
study, describes how ultrasonic irradiation and not
cavitation increases the precipitation rate of CaCO3
by enhancing nucleation. They also find that physical
mixing by macro-streaming, rather than either a
chemical effect or micro-streaming, is responsible
for the observed increase in the rate of precipitation.
Mihai et al. [85] also observed that ultrasound
increases the precipitation rate (nucleation) by 40%,
but reduces “association” (sic), i.e. crystal growth and
agglomeration of the precipitated particles. He et al.
[86] make similar observations but suggest that the
reduction in average measured particle size is due to
rapid nucleation resulting from the supersaturation of
Ca2+ around the cavitating bubbles. Santos et al. [87]
have investigated ultrasound as a means to break up
the particle size of a CaCO3 powder as a method for
increasing mineral carbonation. The authors found a
significant reduction in particle size. More recently,
Price et al. [88], investigating the composition of
CaCO3 polymorphs precipitated using ultrasound, did
not observe the retardation effect reported by Dalas
[79] and state that this contradiction is a result of
different reaction conditions. Price et al. [88] also find
that the yield of CaCO3 increases in the presence of an
ultrasonic field until a maximum is reached, which is
consistent with Nishida [84].
There is also the potential for cavitation to break
up agglomerates. Marković et al. [89] investigated
acoustic cavitation and fracture de-agglomeration
of barium titanate powder and report that cavitation
pressure must be larger than the cohesive strength
by which primary particles are bound together. The
authors find little evidence of changes in crystal
structure, but were able to break up agglomerates
and found that damage is maximised at crystal
boundaries. Price et al. [88], however, unlike Dalas
[79], did find that under specific reaction conditions
different polymorphs of calcite are formed during
irradiation with ultrasound, but that ultrasound has
only a small effect on the polymorphs produced.
The most important factor is initial concentration
(supersaturation). This was not the case for Kojima
et al. [90] who, by applying larger amplitudes, could
promote the formation of the less stable vaterite phase
and who suggest that morphological control of CaCO3
is possible. Mateescu et al. [91] find that an ultrasonic
field accelerates the formation of stable phases
(calcite) from metastable ones (aragonite). Santos et
al. [92] successfully use ultrasound combined with
the addition of Mg2+ to promote aragonite synthesis
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and suggest it as a potential method for industrial
production of pure aragonite powder.
Since, in many cases, scale forms a coherent
layer, information about damage from repeated shock
impact can be gained from studies investigating
surface treatments and coatings as strategies for
improving cavitation erosion resistance. Such studies,
besides investigating polymers, composites, and
fillers, also investigate hard brittle coatings made
of ceramics [93]. On their own, these coatings are
resilient to cavitation but, despite some initial success,
fail over time [94]. Buravova and Gordopolov [95]
observe that pressure loading on the outer surface,
albeit of insufficient strength to fracture the surface,
i.e. below the yield stress, can still cause damage.
Failure mechanisms include debonding, delamination,
and spallation [96] to [99]. Damage occurs when a
reflected shock wave is generated when the incident
shock hits the material boundary. The interaction
and focusing of the incident and reflected shock
waves cause subsurface cracks to form parallel to the
interface. Delamination then occurs as these cracks
extend along a plane parallel to the film/substrate
interface, while spalling occurs when the subsequent
propagation travels up through the film to the surface.
Spalling is a common damage mechanism seen in
hard coatings [100]. Ledrappier et al. [101] observe
that such damage mechanisms depend on impact
parameters and coating characteristics. Additional
factors include residual stresses, substrate properties
and substrate coating adherence issues, porosity and
interfacial defects, and other imperfections [102].
Such sites (imperfections) can also act as nucleation
sites for cavitation, thus further accelerating material
removal. Loh et al. [103] find that spalling only occurs
at defective regions of a coating, while nondefective
regions are apparently immune to spalling.
Acoustic pressure also differs according to
material properties that affect the speed of sound
waves as they travel through different materials. This
in itself can lead to a damaging shearing force [104].
Such a force acting on a scale deposit is therefore
another damage mechanism causing material (scale)
to become loose and break free.
Cavitation erosion creates free particles in
solution, making particulate abrasion a possibility
since cavitation is accompanied by acoustic streaming
[105]. Krella et al. [97] provide evidence of possible
abrasion/erosion that results from collisions of the
hard coating micro-particles torn off during cavitation,
while Chen et al. [106] report enhanced cavitation
erosion in the presence of particles. Zeiger et al. [107],
investigating the molecular crystals (aspirin), rule
210

out particle-particle interaction as a viable damage
mechanism.
Removal of material could result from cavitation
affecting changes in the chemical equilibrium that
exist close to a surface deposit. Stephanis et al. [108]
find that for gypsum, another common scale forming
mineral, dissolution from the solid occurs since solvent
is being continuously renewed at the point of jet impact
due to asymmetrical bubble collapse. Vinten’ko and
Gumnitskii [109], investigating the dissolution of the
mineral Langbeinite (K2Mg2(SO4)3), draw a similar
conclusion and also suggest that cavitation enhances
the dissolution of solids. In the case of CaCO3 this
would benefit from further investigation.
Another minor removal mechanism of interest
is possibility the direct volatilisation of CaCO3 to
CaO and CO2. Impact simulations of carbonaceous
material suggest that approximately 10 GPa is the
minimum shock pressure required for partial release
of CO2 from CaCO3, while 60 to 70 GPa is necessary
for complete conversion. Recent studies continue
to show lower shock pressure required for incipient
devolatilization of calcite, e.g. <24.9 ± 2.6 GPa [110]
and 18 GPa [111], which is significantly lower than
reported in previous experimental studies. Grady
[112] referenced in [113] states that at a “Static high
pressure, high temperature experiments up to 3.5
GPa on calcite show that below 4 MPa it decomposes
into solid CaO and gaseous CO2 without melting”.
Pressure pulses from cavitation, especially when
bubbles collapse close to a surface, may be sufficient
to cause partial devolatilization since pressures of 10
GPa are potentially feasible at liquid-solid interfaces
[114]. The presence of a back reaction resulting in
the re-precipitation of secondary carbonates may
also greatly diminish this effect. Overall, too little is
known about the extent of devoltaliszation of CaCO3
under cavitating conditions.
4 CONCLUSIONS
Our objective in writing this paper was to review
the major aspects of the possible cavitation erosion
mechanisms affecting tenacious CaCO3 mineral scale
as part of a larger study examining the influence
of cavitation on different mineral scale coated
metal surfaces. Our eventual aim is to formulate a
phenomenological model of cavitation erosion, which
will link parameters of cavitation intensiveness with
damage of the mineral scale surface. This literature
study shows how scale formation and cavitation
erosion are complex phenomena dependent on many
factors. The density, hardness, and tenacity of the
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scale will depend on its depositional environment.
In the case of CaCO3, this will affect the material
and surface properties of the resultant scale layer.
Of the different mechanism of cavitation, bubble
cloud collapse and the splashing effect following jet
formation are considered to be the most important.
Cavitation erosion suggests that brittle material
fracture occurs with only a limited amount of plastic
deformation and that the formation of micro-cracks
is the most important erosion mechanism, enhanced
by the presence of structural homogeneities. A better
understanding of the damage mechanism of cavitation
will be useful not only for those looking at improving
the efficiency of ultrasonic removal of tenacious
mineral scale deposits, but will also prove useful in
the field of sonochemistry, medicine (shock wave
lithotripsy), and those studying the natural cavitation
processes of carbonate materials.
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